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THE PROBLEM & THE RESOLUTION
Manual processes, lengthy delivery cycles for critical business initiatives, and technology barriers 
hinder the speed with which the insurance industry conducts business. Agents, for example, 
often find it difficult to access data in real time, making it hard to process information and make 
transactions. Problems like these slow the pace and achievable level of business results, but they 
don’t have to any more. 

Adeptia Insurance Accelerators directly address carriers’ need for more immediate, more cost-
efficient results. Adeptia’s Accelerators speed up processes, reduce costs, reduce time to market, 
open the door to web services, and adapt to changing business scenarios with minimal IT 
intervention. Pre-built with industry standards and sitting atop Adeptia’s BPM and Integration 
technology, they bring success faster and easier to carriers facing competitive pressures but 
constrained by legacy systems, limited IT resources and complex business processes..

INSURANCE CARRIER PORTAL ACCELERATOR DELIVERS 
BUSINESS VALUE
Increasing your website’s interactive capabilities and flexibility improves agents’ experience by 
giving them better access to data, better self-service options, and the opportunity to view key 
reports. No longer constrained by business hours and inaccessible resources, their business day is 
far more productive.

Adeptia’s Insurance Carrier Portal Accelerator offers the carrier an interactive secure portal – an 
electronic storefront – where its agents, partners, and insureds can better view, review, and 
manage their accounts. Insurance Carrier Portal Accelerator, in unison with Adeptia Business 
Process Management Server, lets agents transact business in real time over a secure web portal. 
You can add processes and transactions to portals that permit real-time access to data and real-
time information processing. Moreover, your website achieves more functional efficiency at a cost 
lower than manual coding or that provided by similar portal products. This desirable scenario 
is a reality thanks to Insurance Carrier Portal Accelerator’s features and benefits, and you can 
implement it quickly and easily, up to 75 percent faster than custom coding.

Insurance Carrier Portal Accelerator gives your agents a way to do business anywhere, anytime. 
Agents can login and use your portal to upload and download information, exchange data, and 
view reports. Insurance Carrier Portal Accelerator enhances the agent experience and gives them 
a convenient means of quoting, reporting, and customer documentation.

INSURANCE CARRIER PORTAL ACCELERATOR:
•  Provides real-time access to information
•  Offers lower initial cost & maintenance cost
•  Reduces operational costs
•  Increases your websites’ transaction capabilities
•  Provides agents access to key reports
•  Makes real-time information processing possible
•  Offers new capabilities that produce highly satisfied customers

Insurance Carrier Portal Accelerator provides the power, speed, and 24 x 7 accessibility of the 
Internet. Easily implement Adeptia’s Insurance Carrier Portal Accelerator and give your company 
powerful Internet capabilities. Take advantage of Adeptia’s Training, Implementation Services, 
Technical Support, Maintenance and Monitoring.

ACCELERATORS’ BUSINESS BENEFITS
• FAST: Rapid implementation and go to market
• EASY: Collaborative and code-free for business & IT
•  SCALEABLE: Start small and grow organically

FEATURES AT A GLANCE
• Process transactions and execute rules via portal
• Secure login access
• Online file repository for agents
• Reporting capabilities

BUSINESS VALUE AT A GLANCE
• Reduces cost of improving and maintaining your portals
• Improves customers’ self-service options
• Increases transactional elements on your website
• Improves agent communications
• Improves operational efficiencies
• Enhances customer relationships

Agent Portal   
Interactive & secure portal 

on carrier’s website

Customer Portal   
View and manage accounts 

on carrier’s website

ADEPTIA ACCELERATOR  
IMPLEMENTATION ADVANTAGES
Flexible Pricing, Speedy Implementation,  
Faster Deployment,  Low Risk

ACCELERATOR BREAKTHROUGH:
Business units can now write process solutions collaboratively 
with IT in a fraction of the time custom coding requires.  
Adeptia’s groundbreaking technology lets business and techni-
cal users collaborate to create much-needed business processes. 
Solutions to business problems result quickly and efficiently.

ADEPTIA INSURANCE ACCELERATORS
Business Process Management for Insurance • Agency 
Carrier Interface • Insurance Carrier Portal • Insurance 
Systems Integration • Partner Integration


